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About This Game

Fire up the fun as Codemasters reboots the classic table top racing experience in Toybox Turbos – now updated to support the
Oculus Rift Development Kit 2 (DK2) virtual reality headset for incredible immersion!

Collect and customize 35 vehicles in this pick-up-and-play arcade racer. Take on 18 obstacle and short-cut filled circuits built
for chaotic, combative competition – speed past spilt sticky jam on the kitchen table, dodge flaming Bunsen burners as you take

your opponents back to school and dodge the runaway train as you race around a railway set!

Stay on track by using a range of awesome and ridiculous power-ups to send your rivals into a spin, including mines, machine
guns and, of course, giant car-mounted hammers.

Master six game modes in the single-player game, then turn friends into foes in manic four player multiplayer - local, online or
with a mix - perfect for those one-more-go gaming session that race into the night!

Toybox Turbos – the top-down racing game bursting with miniaturized mayhem, featuring dinosaurs, combine harvesters, golf-
buggies and so MUCH more!
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Title: Toybox Turbos
Genre: Racing
Developer:
Codemasters
Publisher:
Codemasters
Release Date: 11 Nov, 2014

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, Windows 7 or Windows 8

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo @ 2.4Ghz or AMD Athlon X2 5400+

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD HD2600 or NVIDIA Geforce 8600

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible soundcard

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese
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As Micro Machines as it gets.
Even Better then Micro Machines from the same developers.
Perfect Party\/Couch\/Whatever Racing Game on one screen.. Played this with friends and family, 2-4 players. Excellent,
excellent fun. Highly recommended. I've even played the single player a fair bit to unlock ths cars for multiplayer.. I wanted
something like the old Micro Machines games and this does a solid job. Tracks are fun and have lots of shortcuts to learn.. As
Micro Machines as it gets.
Even Better then Micro Machines from the same developers.
Perfect Party\/Couch\/Whatever Racing Game on one screen.. really nice little game it was a lot of fun
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Played this with friends and family, 2-4 players. Excellent, excellent fun. Highly recommended. I've even played the single
player a fair bit to unlock ths cars for multiplayer.. Eh, its okay.
6\/10. This game is a mixed bag of emotions. I suppose I recommend it, but like in the words of a slightly impolite passive-
aggressive, "it's complicated."

The game, however, isn't complicated. It's Micro Machines. That means it's automatically got some value to it. The tracks and
cars are adorable, the game itself presentation-wise is fairly well put together, and it's fun for all ages. It also runs as well as you
can ask for, consistent 144 FPS on a midrange GPU at 4K.

But there's some downsides too:

1.) Nobody is playing any online matches, which means the "play online" achievement is unobtainable unless you have a friend
with this game.
2.) The game is wayyyy to easy. I beat it completely, all achievements except the online one, three stars in every level, and all
cars unlocked in under three hours. The AI are pretty poor and most of their wins come from your own incompetence.
3.) Expensive when not on sale (I got it for $4, which was reasonable)
4.) Some technical jankyness, including...

a.) Pretty much no graphics options. Resolution, AA, DOF, and Fullscreen on\/off. That's all you get.
b.) TERRIBLE shadow quality. Minecraft has fewer pixels.
c.) Texture quality is below average
d.) Resets to 720p for no reason constantly
e.) Some weird physics reactions when two vehicles land on each other
f.) On monitors with refresh rates higher than 60 Hz, stutter occurs with faster cars in the game. This is because VSync is forced
on for some reason.
g.) No audio customization. Music on\/off and sound on\/off, that's it. Which is a pretty big downside, because I'm the kind that
likes to hear my own engine, and I can't hear anything over the loud as sh** (albeit kind of catchy) music. Without the music,
the game lacks elegance, so I decided to leave it on.

Worst part of these issues is it doesn't look like this game is alive anymore. No players means no updates to resolve these
matters.

If you can overlook its shortcomings, Toybox Turbos delivers enough enjoyment to justify giving it a go. It also has a free
demo, which is a plus.

Final Score: 6\/10
IN A NUTSHELL: WHAT LITTLE OF THIS GAME THERE IS IS DECENT.. really nice little game it was a lot of fun. Eh,
its okay.
6\/10. I wanted something like the old Micro Machines games and this does a solid job. Tracks are fun and have lots of
shortcuts to learn.. This game is a mixed bag of emotions. I suppose I recommend it, but like in the words of a slightly impolite
passive-aggressive, "it's complicated."

The game, however, isn't complicated. It's Micro Machines. That means it's automatically got some value to it. The tracks and
cars are adorable, the game itself presentation-wise is fairly well put together, and it's fun for all ages. It also runs as well as you
can ask for, consistent 144 FPS on a midrange GPU at 4K.

But there's some downsides too:

1.) Nobody is playing any online matches, which means the "play online" achievement is unobtainable unless you have a friend
with this game.
2.) The game is wayyyy to easy. I beat it completely, all achievements except the online one, three stars in every level, and all
cars unlocked in under three hours. The AI are pretty poor and most of their wins come from your own incompetence.
3.) Expensive when not on sale (I got it for $4, which was reasonable)
4.) Some technical jankyness, including...
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a.) Pretty much no graphics options. Resolution, AA, DOF, and Fullscreen on\/off. That's all you get.
b.) TERRIBLE shadow quality. Minecraft has fewer pixels.
c.) Texture quality is below average
d.) Resets to 720p for no reason constantly
e.) Some weird physics reactions when two vehicles land on each other
f.) On monitors with refresh rates higher than 60 Hz, stutter occurs with faster cars in the game. This is because VSync is forced
on for some reason.
g.) No audio customization. Music on\/off and sound on\/off, that's it. Which is a pretty big downside, because I'm the kind that
likes to hear my own engine, and I can't hear anything over the loud as sh** (albeit kind of catchy) music. Without the music,
the game lacks elegance, so I decided to leave it on.

Worst part of these issues is it doesn't look like this game is alive anymore. No players means no updates to resolve these
matters.

If you can overlook its shortcomings, Toybox Turbos delivers enough enjoyment to justify giving it a go. It also has a free
demo, which is a plus.

Final Score: 6\/10
IN A NUTSHELL: WHAT LITTLE OF THIS GAME THERE IS IS DECENT.
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